
Dear guests,
we are very pleased, you have choosen for your holiday time our apartment house. Our 
main focus is your satisfaction, so we have created guide with the important information.

We ask you very kindly about fill in of the added form. Thanks for that. 

Internet connection
In the all apartments are possible to use internet connection over wifi
SSID: petrk-wifi
Password is: wifi3
SSID: wifi-axello
Password: „axello33“
SSID: wifi3
Password: „axello333“

Web sites of our house is: www.zizkov.unas.cz
There is possible to find next information.

Apartm  ents  
Apartments are always equipped bed linen and towels up on the number of persons. In the 
apartment is kitchen utensils and supplies. Little things for using is possible to bring, if 
guests want (hairdryer, iron etc.) It is without charge, but it is possible only when we are 
able to provide. If you don't find it in apartment, you can tell us or send SMS or email and 
we try to provide it.

You find in apartment the detail map of whole Prague suburbal area included. It is for your 
need. I want only ask you to let it there for next guests, when you leave. Thanks.

Toilet paper, soap and detergents you probably find in the apartment, but it is not standard 
included in services, so you can buy it in the shop on the corner of street Orebitska and 
Husitska. This shop is open non-stop.

If you need to throw out trash,  you can use the garbage containers (black ones) in the 
yard of the house. The selected garbage is possible to throw out in the coloured containers 
on the corner in front of house (yellow are plastics, green are glass and blue are paper)

If you will leave before your check out (departure day 11 a.m.), it is not possible to wait 
there. You can let the keys in our post box with our name „Tesařovi“.Please close the 
apartment on departure.. Don  't let open the entrance door of the apartment  . The post 
boxes are are outside of the house facade, when you go out from the house on the left 
side. 

Contact
Address: Orebitská 5/726
Owner: 
Šárka Tesařová, mail: sarka  @axello.cz  , tel: +420 603 28 10 28

Saturnin Team:
Jitka Tesařová, mail jitkatesarova@seznam.cz, tel: +420 603 743 337  
Petr Kučera, mail petrk@axello.cz, tel: +420 606 602 411
Denis Kučera, mail denis.t.kucera@gmail.com, tel: +420 730 618 581
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Public Transport 

Buses 133, 207 175, 
name of bus stop “U Pamatniku”

The nearest bus stop is on the main street Husitska and it is called “U Pamatniku”. This is 
downward direction from the house. There are the busses 207 133 175
All the busses are going to underground „Florenc“, trace B or C. It is one stop.
Bus 207 continues to stop „Staroměstská“, it is the 3rd stop and it is ending.
There you are in the historic centre of Prague near Oldtown square and Charles Bridge.

Trams 9, 5, 26
name of tram stop „Husinecka“

Tram stop is on the main street Seifertova and it is called „Husinecká“
This is upward direction from the house. There are trams no. 9, 5, 26
All trams are going to Main train station „Wilsonovo“, it is one stop.
Tram no 9 continues to Venceslas square. This is the 3rd stop.
Trams no 5 and 26 goes to Namesti Republiky.
This place is near historic centre of Prague too.

Prague castle is not so near and it is available by two ways.
The first way: 
is by bus 207 to the station of underground A „Staroměstská“.
There you can use the underground and go one station to “Malostranská“. From there is 
possible to go on foot to the castle over the old castle stairs up. It is possible go over the 
river on foot without underground and go to old castle stairs straight.

The second way: 
is longer but more comfortable. You can go through the castle from the top to bottom. You 
can take the tram 9 and in the centre change tram to 22. You go out in the station 
“Pohořelec”. There you can go through whole Prague castle from top to bottom and you 
finish by the river and then use bus 207 to transport to aparment.

Charles bridge is very near the ending stop of bus 207.
You can from this stop continue by the main street cca 300m and you come to Charles 
Bridge.

Airport is on the second side of Prague and it is possible to get there by taxi servis or bus, 
Airport Expres (AE), Letiste Ruzyne-Hlavni nadrazi. Timetables are on the end of this 
document. The price of ticket is 60Kc. If you want to take taxi or private transport. The 
price is usually between 400 and 500Kc. This company guarantees the price 400Kc. 
http://www.taxiterminal.cz

Parking

Our house is in the area with residential blue zones, where it is not possible to stay without 
parking ticket. If you arrive with your car, we recommended to park in front of hotel Ostas. 
There are “service zone”. Parked cars with no parking signs are still tolerated.
However, according to the decree is allowed to be there only 20 minutes, so we 
recommend. to move your luggage in the apartment and move the car on the other 



place. 

It is possible to park without charge in quarter Karlin – Prague 8 or Jarov Prague 3. During 
the weekend is possible to use the orange and green zones, there are parking meters.
Over the week working days are the prices, the orange zone 30kc hour and green zone 
15kc hour. The map of this zones is on the end of this document.

It is possible to use guarded underground garage:

Underground garages:

Hotel Olšanka http://www.hotelolsanka.cz
Palác Flora http://www.palacflora.cz 
Mahlerovy sady http://www.praguerocket.cz 
The maps how to find it are on the end of this document.

Shops
In the neighborhood the house is many little shops with basic ware like food and drugstore. 
On the corner our street and Husitska is little NONSTOP shop.
The nearest supermarket  is Billa cca 1km distant. It is possible to go there on foot. If you 
go the way from the centre according main street Husitska or it is possible to use bus. You 
can go out in the first stop „Tachovské náměstí“ and then continue cca 300 meters up the 
hill and you catch the supermarket Billa. Or you can go further in the second bus stop 
„Černínova“ and then you have to go back to supermarket cca 300m.

We hope this information will be usefull for you.
We wish you a nice holidays here
Šárka Tesařová and colleagues
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